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Preface
Itiswith great pleasure that wepresent thisbook withcontributions of research onchangesin
daily life, well-being, health and safety of consumers and their consequences for production
chains. They are the accepted, peer-reviewed presentations of the International Congress
'Changes atthe other end of thechain' organised and sponsored byHousehold and Consumer
Studies,Wageningen University and Research Centre inMay2001.
The congress and publication would not have been possible without the help of several
persons and organisations. We thank the peer reviewers for their input and remarks to the
authors, the different helping hands for the organisation and the following organisations for
their financial contributions: Ministry of VROM, KNAW, LEB fund ('fonds Landbouw
Export-Bureau 1916/1918'),Wageningen University and Unilever.

Organising Committee
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Parti
Introductions

Introduction
J.P.GROOT-MARCUS
Household and Consumer Studies, Wageningen University.
P.O. Box 8060,6700 DA Wageningen, theNetherlands, E-mail: Ans.Groot@tech.hhs.wau.nl

Theotherendofthechain
In the late 1990s it became clear that the focus of Wageningen University and Research Centre
had to change. In a Strategic vision the chain approach was introduced. The increasing need for
food in the world together with developments in food production techniques and better
conservation of natural resources, ask for other priorities. The new path has two dimensions. One
dimension concerns the quality of green space; the other is the agro production chain: breeding,
processing, sale andutilisation of the final product (Strategic vision, 1998).
As a major part of the University staff carries out research on the production and the processing
of agricultural products, it is not surprising that that part of the chain receives the greatest
attention. The elaboration of the strategy shows that there is a major concern for the production
system, leaving the consumer fully dependent on the end of the chain at which he may perceive
and appreciate the final product (Strategic vision, 1998). This is a top-down approach. Although
consumer emancipation is mentioned in the Strategic vision, the consumer is not pictured as a
responsible customer of end products, with his own resources, ties and infrastructures.
The group Household and Consumer Studies at the University has a different approach. Its
research concerns the consumer who acts, as is formulated in the title of this publication, 'at the
other end of the chain'. Consumers may be individuals, but most consumption takes place in
households where everyday life happens. Households are not linked to the productionconsumption chain in a passive way. The group Household and Consumer Studies approaches the
problems by focusing on households, which form a particular framework for consumption at
micro level. Because of our concern with everyday life we are able to discern the complexity of
life at the other end. For abetter understanding of consumption one must take acloser look at this
part of the chain.

Householdsandconsumers
Because households are units of interacting and interdependent personalities, who mostly have
common goals, who have a commitment over time and who share resources and living space
(Hook and Paolucci, 1970; Aberg, 2000), they form a specific context for decisions and activities
in everyday life concerning consumption. Household consumption is therefore not simply a sum
of individual consumption patterns. Households produce goods and services themselves with
their common resources like money and time, skills and knowledge, their appliances and other

goods, to satisfy their daily needs as well as possible. Sometimes they draw goods directly from
professional production chains or they use facilities and services from outside organisations.
Households have goals, views and ideas about the way they should live, which are partly formed
by values and standards from the outside world. Human resources are as important as money or
market goods to realise the household goals.
On the other hand, decisions in the production chain may influence housekeeping and
consumption. Changes in the technology of food production, for example a shift from traditional
food to convenience food, will result in less preparation time at home. But developments in
society, not necessarily related to consumption, have as much or even more impact on
housekeeping and the way households consume.

Changesanddevelopments
Developments such as more women having a paid job, insufficient child care facilities, changes
in public transport, more environmental awareness or residential areas at a distance from
shopping centres, seem far away from influencing consumption. But they do make differences for
housekeeping and consumption. Households perform activities with means, which carry results.
When it comes to changes affecting the other end of the chain, they may be situated at the input
side of the household, in the means for satisfying consumer needs, or at the output side, in the
effects of the activities.
Changes affecting the input occur mostly in relation to resources of the household. There may be
a shortage in human resources, because paid labour takes too large a share of time, limited skills
for particular activities or disabilities. But material resources may also be the cause of changes as
can be imagined when a product or its performance changes considerably. Changes in facilities
and infrastructure have their impact on resources. So do childcare arrangements, new
requirements for catering, etc.
The effects of consumption on the environment or on health are part of the output. Customary
consumption patterns may prove to be a burden for the environment, when all their side effects
are taken into consideration. New insights in nutrition and health may show how bad certain
eating habits are in the end. But not only the available knowledge is of importance. In a society
where awareness of environmental pollution and health hazards is developing, people will
include such considerations in their decisions.
The contributions in this book will show that it is sensible to take into consideration changes in
households and in the context of consumption, whatever their origin, in the productionconsumption chain. It is to be hoped that the contributions will arouse interest for 'the other end
of the chain'.

Partsinthebook
The contributions in this book focus on the consumer and user of products. They were presented
in the International Congress 'Changes at the other end of the chain' held in Wageningen in May
2001. The papers, which have been accepted after a (blind) peer-review, have been included in
this book.
The immediate cause for the Congress was the 50lh anniversary of the academic study of Home
Economics in Wageningen. To strengthen international co-operation in the field of study, the
Congress was organised in association with the International Federation of Home Economics
(IFHE). But researchers from other fields concerning households or consumers were encouraged
to participate. Several members of the Association of Commodity Science (IGWT) were
welcomed. For that reason the words of welcome spoken by the chairs of both associations have
been included.
Changes in everyday life are a broad subject that has to be restricted in order to allow handling.
Three fields of study have been selected: Food patterns, Provision and use of care and Energy and
environment. They are covered in separate sections in the book. The three fields are treated in
relation to consumption itself and to certain effects of consumption like those on health and
safety oron the environment.
The beginning of every section consists of two leading papers. The first provides an overview of
the field of study; the second comments on the first. Papers that show current research in mostly
European countries follow them.

Foodpatterns
In her paper about food patterns, Leonhäuser discusses differences in food choices between
European countries. Quality and freshness was most important for all European consumers, but
aspects as price and health receives different ratings in different countries. Socio-economic
factors are of influence on food patterns, but availability and cultural factors carry most weight.
The amount of fresh vegetables, fruit and different types of meat and fish, for instance, varies
strongly between the countries. But to explain the differences information about meal patterns,
time of food supply and eating habits in households is needed.
Van Otterloo, on the other hand, doubts whether households will be important for food choices in
the future. She takes a historical approach and discusses innovations in eating habits during the
last three centuries. These innovations are not only determined by cultural and socio-economic
changes, but also by technical developments like mechanisation and 'chemicalisation'.
Nowadays, consumers have high expectations of food. Quality problems seem to have multiplied.
Quality however has many dimensions: in times with lack of hygiene, hygiene and health were
most important quality factors, in times when the environmental movement became important
food had to be 'natural' etc.All these quality dimensions together produce inconsistencies, which
will become problematic in the future.

The research papers in this section deal mostly with research on requirements for healthy food,
on nutritional values of food patterns of various groups of people, on influences of product
assortment and types of food on eating habits and on risk perception of new foods.

Provisionanduseofcare
Niehof concentrates on the concepts of care, notably care for the ageing. Increasing life
expectancies in the welfare state result in a larger number of elderly people needing care. On the
other hand there is a decreasing care potential in households because of the increasing number of
women involved in the paid labour market. When care is considered in an analytical way, it
appears that households are not the only organisations which contribute to care, but they alone
cover all aspects from recognition and taking responsibility to providing and receiving care.
Especially the most gender-determined aspect: 'giving care' is situated in households. Because
gender roles do not change easily, this unpaid, undervalued work in the private sphere will
probably prevent Dutch women to exchange their part-time paid work for full-time jobs in the
future.
Van Dongen has a different view. He doubts if it is possible to define care and to distinguish it
from other activities. In his concept all activities are seen as productive: they all have input
elements that are transformed into qualitatively different output, which is input again for other
activities. Output can have a financial value but also a personal, social or material value. A paid
job does not only provide money, one may draw social relations, social assets or means for
personal development from it. Besides, human and material activities occur both in the so-called
care-related activities as in activities unrelated to care. So it is not a question of defining care and
no-care activities and if they are genderised or not. What matters is an equal division of activities
and means between the male and female population in the long run.
The research topics concerning care cover awider scope than that of ageing or division of labour.
They show studies on changes in infrastructure in countries in transition (e.g.childcare in
Slovenia) or special effects of ICT-developments on the household, the market and the
production chain. In other studies household characteristics, important for the demand for
housekeeping services, are determined. But there are also studies dealing with sufficiency in
resources when caregivers are (temporarily) disabled or with special emotional support for those
who care for psychiatric patients. One paper focuses on the history of the science of Home
Economics and the position of everyday life 'in the chain'. It is argued that consumption in
everyday life should be at the beginning of the chain, not at the end. At a time when marketoriented thinking takes over in our society, one has to be prepared for negative effects on daily
life and the family as well as on the concern for the environment.

Energyandenvironment
Hertderson observes that the energy use of households is rising all over Europe. Energy is a
commodity which provides essential services, and it has a low income and price elasticity.
However,itispossible toreachthereduction targets agreedinKyoto.Muchcan stillbeachieved
bymeansoftechnical efficiency measures and legislation. Butfor asustainableenergy useinthe
long term, more reduction and new thinking are needed. This is only attainable by a
multidisciplinary approach with greater involvement of social scientists, more attention to the
impact ofenergyuseontheenvironment anditseconomic consequences, alessmaterialistic idea
about the quality of life and the supply of information on green consumption in order to enable
consumerstomakebetterchoices.
Terpstra links up with the multidisciplinary approach and with greater attention to social
sciences.Hefocuses onunderstandingofthehousehold systemandthemechanismsinhousehold
consumption. Using models in Home Economics and Consumer Technology, he shows the
dynamics of the system. After interventions in the system households will try to regain anew
equilibrium in an acceptable level of living. They may use the strategy of the 'citizen as a
consumer' by trying to repair the performance level of the activity or act as the 'concerned
citizen' by adapting the standards of consumption to a lower performance level. He too sees
solutions in trying to loosen the self-evident relationship of consumer satisfaction and material
consumption.
Becauseconcern for theenvironment isstillquiteanewtopicinconsumerresearch, anumberof
presentations in this section are dealing with digging up the effects of customary consumption
patterns on the environment. The effects on energy consumption or environmental pollution are
not always clear. Neither have the effects of washing habits, food patterns, energy and water
consumption and maintenance activities been properly calculated before. Options for more
efficiency are discussed, shopping behaviour of households for regionally produced food and
some of the studies deal with acceptance of energy-saving behaviour. Sometimes a strong
economic-technical approach toconsumption isshown.
Epilogue
In the end Röling renders a picture of all papers together. He recognises several integrative
components.Multidisciplinarity of thecontributions is prominent. Inrecent years the integration
of social and natural sciences has also been developed in other domains of Wageningen
University, making the whole more interesting. This also adds to the developments in system
thinking,which is present inmany presentations. Röling classifies system thinking from hard to
soft. There is a clear development from hard system thinking like in a techno-centric system
through eco-centric thinking, taking the ecosystem into account to holo-centric thinking, where
peoplearethekeyelements.Workonsolutions inallthreeofthesesystemswillproduceoptimal
solutions.
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Changes at the other end of the chain. Everyday consumption,
food,careand environment
Gertraud PICHLER, President International Federation Home Economics
Federal Ministry of Agricultural and Forestry, Stubenring 1, 1010 Wien, Austria

It is a great privilege and pleasure for me to open this congress on behalf of the International
Federation for Home Economics. I would like to thank the organising committee most sincerely,
particularly Ans Groot-Marcus, the initiator of the Congress.
Ans has been a member of the International Federation for Home Economics for many years. She
chaired the IFHE Research Committee on several occasions and made a significant contribution
to the success of the world congresses in Ghana and Bangkok.
I would like to pass on regards and best wishes to everyone attending the Congress from IFHE
members allover the world.
The subject of the Congress: "Changes at the other end of the chain. Everyday consumption,
food, careand environment"is very topical.
It has now become very important to focus a professional debate on the consumer, who forms the
last link in aproduction and marketing chain.
Rapid changes in our society, the continuing growth in our economy, modern technology and
other developments all determine or affect our everyday lives. It is therefore essential for home
economics and domestic science to deal with this subject in detail and accept its share of
responsibility for this development process.
Let us consider the Central European consumer. The pace of change in external circumstances
and way of life is felt to be more and more stressful. People's uncertainties in their social and
economic environment have increased significantly. A few examples of this are: growth of the
individualisation process,pressure for lifelong learning, high divorce rate,job losses,etc.
It is necessary to investigate the constraints in peoples way of life and to determine how daily life
can be improved in these situations
There has been an increase in mobility requirements on the one hand and demands for personal
mobility on the other. The range of products and services supplied is now more varied and often
more confusing. Consumers have got accustomed to this confusion and have learned to accept it
without really being able to deal with it.

The process of globalisation cannot be halted in the face of global free trade, cheap transport, the
associated worldwide freedom to travel, pleasure in consumer goods, the rise of multicultural
societies etc.,but the decision on the scope of globalisation lies with the consumer.
Globalisation also existsin parallel with régionalisation and has acompensatory relationship with
it. It is supported by the growing need for identity, guarantees of origin and safety, especially for
food. Protection of the environment, animals and landscapes is also gaining popularity. We can
detect an increasing desire among many people for transparency and a regional base, particularly
in Europe. This trend gives the regions a good opportunity to strengthen their identities and
develop their markets with regional products.
The scandals of recent years (BSE, dioxin, hormones etc.) have made consumers feel very
insecure. As globalisation progresses, more work is required to give consumers information and
advice.

Newframework
A stronger consumer policy, better consumer research and more consumer education is required
throughout Europe.
There is a need for knowledge about real consumers and effects of consumption as well as for
confident, well-informed consumers whose purchasing decisions represent a vote for
consumption which is socially, ethically and environmentally responsible.
No less a person than John F. Kennedy declared to the US Congress in March 1962: "We are all
consumers. Consumers represent the largest economic group. They influence nearly every public
and private sector decision and conversely are affected by each of these decisions. And yet they
are the only important social group that isoften not heard at all."
One could even say that they are even not asked what they really want.
Article 153 of the Amsterdam Treaty gives grounds for hope because it states "that consumers
have a fundamental right to adequate consumer education".
In the Charter of Fundamental Rights published in December 2000, the European Union also
deals with the importance of consumer protection, in Article 38 and sustainability, inArticle 37.

Consumer research- whatdoconsumerswant?
To find out what consumer want, about their needs, their attitudes and values and how these
reflect the production chain, we do need research.
There are several factors affecting the consumer choice, like the size of income, and the prize of
goods and services,the production itself and the impact on environment.
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The consumer behaviour is basically dealt with the principle of human behaviours. The behaviour
of every individual is influenced by the group he or she belongs to (society structure, culture and
the perceived value).
There are many questions to be asked, to be answered. The research provides the information for
example concerning the consumer behaviour, the consumption but also provides the basic
knowledge to develop strategies for consumer policy, production, market, etc.
This Research Conference will provide many answers to many questions concerning this theme.
There is a big need of research in home economics related fields, in sustainability and
management of household resources which allows a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
approach.
One of the points in the IFHE Mission Statement reads: "To support research areas relevant to
home economics (individuals, households and family issues related to the satisfaction of physical
and psychological needs which expand the understanding of the ecological view of individuals
families and households in the larger environment."

Consumereducation-achallengeforeducationalists
Consumer education is a consumer policy task that is wanted and needed throughout Europe and
must be demanded more forcefully. Young people and adults alike must be given the skills to
articulate and advocate their interests as consumers to the suppliers of products and services.
They must be capable of informing themselves about the market, evaluating products critically
and selecting them according to need, and be able to consider and take their decisions on the
basis of environmental, ethical, economic and social factors. These are essential everyday skills.
Therefore it is imperative that all schools and educational institutions at all levels face the
challenge of giving consumer education and training the status it deserves as an interdisciplinary
principle of teaching at every stage and type of school.
Consumer education needs base subjects. A home economics education creates the best
foundation.
If the theoretical and practical coverage forming part of home economics education is to be
relevant, it must help to teach everyday skills, i.e. the ability to make conscious and sustainable
use of consumer knowledge.
In addition to consumer education, i.e. teaching core skills on handling the market, we must also
ensure that consumer affairs aredealt with appropriately in teaching and research.

Increaseddemandforconsumerpolicy
An effective consumer policy seeks a balance between government regulations to protect the
consumer and activation of consumers. Government ideas of omnipotence have no place in the
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economy, which is subject to its own dynamism of growth and also to the "constraints" of
standardisation in the Single Market and under a World Trade Agreement. Consumer policy can
improve the position of consumer education in the market. It can provide information and a say
in decisions, prevent or at least restrain the worst developments and transfer the risk of dangerous
products to the manufacturer by stricter product liability.
Consumers are also free to fight for a stronger position themselves.
To achieve this position, consumers must be given the home economics skills necessary for
action, to help them make a better assessment of the market and the range of goods and services
from the following standpoints:
• Requirement transparency
i.e. to determine and assess the needs of the household in everyday life and the family cycle, and
the cost of these.
People in western industrialised countries each collect 10,000 things around them in the course of
time. At the same time we know that members of the Navajo Indian tribe manage with only 250
things.
A mentality of extravagance has become widespread, along with a desire for comfort. The
affluence requirements of most people (in the western world at least) have long been satisfied.
Markets are fragmented. Modern businesses fight redistribution battles in markets already
conquered. The companies of the new generation are no longer seeking new markets, they are
examining how best to satisfy customer requirements. Artificial needs are being created, and
products aretaking ever more bizarre forms (e.g. mobile phones with innumerable features).
This market trend demands
• Market transparency
Market products and services must be examined more closely, evaluated for quality, service and
cost and presented in a way that the consumer can understand. We must ask the question: For
what products and services isthere amarket, what are the target groups etc.?
And last but not least, there needs to be clear
• Product transparency
There has to be a debate about quality, service, location, and price in relation to market products
and services.
To help consumers in this complex debate with the market and their own means and resources
(time, money, budgeting ability and skills), there are institutions such as consumer advice
centres, product testing organisations etc.that offer relevant information and advice.
The government must provide general conditions to enable the transparency mentioned above to
be achieved. The outstanding political questions of product quality and production technology
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(food, housing, textiles), transport systems, energy supply, the environment (waste dumps,
packaging, harmful substances etc.) and services of all kinds have to be resolved.
We are all involved in the debate with the market and consumption and bear public, private and
general social responsibility through our everyday economic action.
Economic action then becomes political action and political responsibility.
Assuming that we are at the other end of the production chain, which means that we as
consumers do not just consume the products and services that the market offers and that we
expect from the market, or consider how to cover our needs,but that we develop the right ratio of
consumption to use by our personal attitude and action. This demands more personal
responsibility and life skills.
Home economics and domestic science provide the necessary everyday skills through education,
teaching, research, and advice. We as home economists must bring our influence to bear to
ensure that products and services contribute to the public good, improve our quality of life and
respect the principle of sustainability.
The International Federation of Home Economics, a forum and platform for home economics
experts, accepts responsibility for helping to mould society, humanity and the well-being of every
member of our society.
This scientific congress is a further milestone for the IFHE and its organisations and institutions
for expression of this home economics responsibility.
The IFHE will hold the World Home Economics Day on 21 March 2002 on the subject of "The
Risks of Consumption related to Health and Welfare". This campaign is intended to contribute
globally to the creation of an awareness of responsible consumer behaviour, consumer education
and consumer policy.
As President of the International Federation, I would like to wish the organisers and all those
attending avery successful congress.
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Speech byJ. Koziol
President ofIGWT
Poznan University of Economics, al.Niepodlegtosei 10,60-967 Poznan, Poland
Respectable Chairman, Dear Presidents of the National Societies for Home Economics and all
Participants of this Congress.
It is my honour and a privilege to address you on behalf of the Presidium of the IGWT
(Internationalle Gesellschaft für Warenwissenschaften und Technologie) at the very beginning of
the third millennium.
It is to be expected that you, the members of the largest societies of home economics, scientists
and teachers in this and related areas, will keep the leadership in undertaking efforts of initiation
new activities necessary to meet the challenges of the XXIst century. Now we know that the
solution of all basic economical and consequently also social and political problems can be
reached by implementation of the good quality priority of goods, services, our activities etc.,
what summarizes in good quality of our lives. You have named your congress "Changes at the
Other End of the Chain" - please accept the greetings from people who try to act at the beginning
of the chain, along the whole length of the chain and also a the "Other end of the Chain". The
true field of interest of our societies is implementation of good quality priority and the name of
our society should be rather changed to "Quality science", "Qualitology" or similar.
We and all the members of our society know that we are not alone in our attempts to enforce the
good quality priority for the benefit of the consumer, who is and will forever remain the most
important object in the economy - without the consumer and his needs it would not be necessary
to undertake any economical activities. In modern societies, approaching the level of sustainable
economy with all the regulations brought in with the ISO standards and TQM or similar systems
of quality management, reaching good technical quality is rather a trivial task. Also maintenance
of good quality of products exposed as commodities for sale, owing to new achievements in
packaging and logistics causes no serious problems. What remains and should be the most
important task is how to secure the highest possible delight of using good quality products by the
consumers. The consumer has to be informed and educated how to choose good quality, how to
exploit optimally the product's utility, how to dispose what remains after use with a profit for
himself, for the natural environment and for the society.
We know that home economics is playing a leading role in helping the consumer in rational
explanation of the good quality of purchased products, please accept our cooperation in this task.
Your well-established approach has more sociological, economical and even philosophical
character when compared with our activities centered on rather technological and environmental
problems.
This latter issue should be given top priority in concordance with the demands formulated in the
fifties by the Club of Rome and its members also belonging to the commodity science and home
economics societies. Now we are wiser by over three decades of experience and we are facing
again an oil crisis, doubts raised by the results and perspectives of globalisation, fears connected
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Concerning food patterns inacomparative way
Ingrid-Ute LEONHÄUSER
Institute of Nutritional Science, Justus-Liebig-University Giessen. Senckenbergstraße 3, D35390Gießen,Germany. E-mail: ingrid-ute.leonhaeuser@ernaehrung.uni-giessen.de

Abstract
Introduction: In the highly industrialized societies of Europe the food habits and the
nutritional behaviour have never changed so fundamentally and rapidly as during the last
fifteen years. The European food market became more and more harmonized. Most of the
agricultural products reach the consumers as processed food produced by the food industry.
What kind of consumer choice can be expected? Are there still origin food habits in the
European countries or does exist a European-wide standardized nutrition style? Are there
differences in food patterns determined by different socio-economic conditions? How do
variousfactors affect consumer behaviour?
Method: To clarify these questions selected European studies done by social scientists and in
the field of marketing research will be analysed. The knowledge of a Pan EU Survey of
consumer attitudestofood, nutrition andhealth willbeincluded.
Results: The results are focussed on the influences on food choice and food behaviour that
consider personal and social factors, the market context and the context of eating. The
discussion will contribute answering the question, if there are differences in food patterns in
European countries.Amodelof theprocessofthefood choice willbeintroduced.
Conclusion: The result might be useful to researchers as well as to nutrition and home
economics practitioners and policy makers interested in nutrition interventions and nutrition
education.

1 Introduction
Inthehighlyindustrialized societies oftheworld thefood habits andthenutritional behaviour
have never changed so fundamentally and rapidly as during the last fifteen years. Over the
past decade dramatic events have changed the global political order, brought technological
progress, information and communication technology and shifted economic policies.
Globalisation, adominant force inthe last decade of the20lh century,is shaping anew areaof
interaction amongnations,economies andpeople. Itisincreasingthecontacts between people
across national boundaries - in economy, technology, culture and governance. But it is also
fragmenting production processes, labour markets, political entities and societies. So, while
globalisation has positive, innovative, dynamic aspects - it also has negative, disruptive,
marginalizing aspects (UNDP, 1999).
The world today faces backlogs of deprivation and inequality that leave huge disparities
within countries and regions. Poverty is everywhere. In the richest industrial countries of the
world, one person in eight is affected by some aspect of human poverty: long-term
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unemployment, a lifespan of less than 60 years, an income below the national poverty line or
a lack of the literacy needed to cope in society (UNDP, 1999).
Within the process of globalisation the European Unit plays a very important role as an
economic partner. In last few decades the European food market has become more and more
harmonized. And we know that nearly 90% of the agricultural products reaches the consumers
as processed food offered by the food industry. In Europe the leading companies in the field
of food production are Nestle, Unilever, Diageo Guiness + Grand Metropolitan and Danone
with a turnover of 45 Mill., 24 Mill, 19Mill, and 14Mill. US$ in 1997 (Tappeser, 1999).
Table 1The ten worldwide
Company
1.Nestlé S.A.
2. PhilippMorris Inc.
3. UnileverPLC/NV
4. Con Agra Inc.
5. Cargill Inc.
6. PepsiCo Inc.
7. Coca-Cola Co.
8. Diageo Guiness + Grand
9. Mars Inc.
10. Danone

leading 'ood companies
Country

Metropolitan

Switzerland
USA
NK/UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
UK
USA
France

food sale
(1997 in Mio. US$)
45.380
31.890
24.170
24.000
21.000
20.910
18.860
18.770
13.500
13.970

food sale
(in percentage of the total)
95%
44%
50%
100%
38%
100%
100%
93%
100%
94%

As Table 1shows: the sales of the European food companies are not small in comparison with
those in the USA. There the global players are Philipp Moris Inc., Con Agra Inc., PepsiCo
Inc., Coca Cola Co. and Mars.
Against this background it is a question of what kind of consumer choice can be expected.
Are there still original food habits in the European countries or does a European-wide
standardized nutrition style exist? Are there differences in food patterns determined by
different socio-economic conditions? How do various factors affect consumer behaviour?
Before clarifying these questions selected national and European studies done by nutritional
and social scientists and representatives by the marketing research will be analysed.
First of all I would like to present an integrated conceptual model of the food and nutrition
system (Sobal et al., 1998):

Producer Subsystem

Consumer Subsystem

Nutrition Subsystem

Resource Inputs
Production (input)
Processing (transformation)
Distribution (output)
Acquisition (input)
Preparation (transformation)
Consumption (output)
Digestion (input)
Transport (transformation)
Utilization (output)
Health Outcomes

Figure 1:FoodandNutrition System:Subsystem and Stages
This model uses a systems perspective (systems theory) to present relationships between
agriculture, food, eating, and health. The core of the model emphasizes a linear flow, where
each subsystem and stage flows into the subsequent one. The linear flow components of the
system include three subsystems: producer, consumer and nutrition. Each subsystem involves
three stages that accomplish input, transformation and output. Nine stages represent key
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processes in the overall system: production, processing, distribution, acquisition, preparation,
consumption, digestion, transport and metabolism. Raw materials are transformed into crops
which are processed into foodstuffs that are distributed to consumers who cook and eat food
thatcontain nutrients which havehealthoutcomes.
Figure 2 shows the food and nutrition system operating within a context consisting of other
systems that can be differentiated into biophysical and social environments. Feedback loops
and webs of relationships operate within the system and between the food and nutrition
system andthesystems thatmake upitsenvironments (Sobaletal., 1998).

Figure2:TheFoodandNutritionSystem
The systems perspective allows us to analyse food and nutrition activities as part of a larger
context and identifies linkages among the many disciplines that deal with food and nutrition
focussed on the consumer. The authors mark the concept as "food and nutrition system"
instead of simply "food system"or "food chain"inordertoemphasizethe vitallinks between
food production, food consumption and nutritional health. Food serves many purposes,
includingproviding pleasure,earning alivelihood, maintaining socialtraditions and supplying
nourishment.
2 Foodpatterns
Coming to the term "- food patterns"- we have to recognize that it is a subject of socioeconomics and of sociology. Food patterns are a particular way in which food supply, food
choice,food preparation, and eating practices areusually done ororganised. As apart of food
or nutritional behaviour it assembles various phenomena from everyday life, defines and
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arranges them according tonatural and technical sphere (environmental and natural conditions
like climate, light, topography etc.) and to human sphere, esp.to the sphere of individual and
social action (peoples'- role and positions with the corresponding social status; patterns of
action in purchasing, handling, preparing, serving, consuming foodstuff; psycho-physical
states such as fatigue, stress, humour) (Bodenstedt, 1983). In addition to the social science
approach the physical milieu, the social structure of human relationships, and the cultural
system ofvalues,norms,goalsand expectations aretobementioned (Edema, 1983).
Nearly twenty years ago the well-known scientist Johanna Edema from the Netherlands
already discussed thenecessitytoconstruct amodelofthehousehold basedonthe assumption
that within thehousehold,behaviourisdirected byasetoffivevalues (Edema, 1983):
The household must function as arecognizable and addressable unit both from within and from outside.
It should watch over the physical welfare of all its members.
It should watch over the spiritual welfare of all its members.
It should regulate the participation ofeach member of the household in other social institutions.
It should regulate the behaviour of each member of thehousehold sothat the above can be realized.

Figure3:Asetoffivevalues
The viability of the household rests on its economic web, its social structure and its cultural
system.
We know that the economic web refers tothe capital goods which ahousehold possesses and
tothe available human energy, time, money, knowledge and skills of the individual members
of the household. The social structure is defined as the network of relationships between the
members of the household and it is assumed that this network depends on the division of
rights and duties, knowledge and skills, organizational and executive tasks between the
members of the household as this division regulates the interaction between them. The
cultural system is defined as a connected system of values, of norms, of goals and of
expectations (Edema, 1983).
As the human resources, social needs and cultural norms of the members of a household
change as a consequence of life cycle, changes occur in its economic web, the social and
cultural system. It is clear that households change with time and that there are a number of
social-cultural determinants influencing their decision-making.
Thedescribed approach opensupavenuesinthefieldof homeeconomics research and allows
formulating hypotheses onthe causes of different food patterns linked to the daily challenges
of household management.
TheEuropean congress "-changes attheotherend of thechain: every-day consumption, food,
care and environment-" -here in Wageningen- will be a pioneering contribution for future
research inourEuropeanIFHEcommunity.
3 Foodpatternsandfoodchoice inEurope
Differences in food patterns and food choices are caused by differences in ethnodietetics, in
culinary art,in the art of servingfood and in thedoctrine of courtesy. Nowadays food-related
lifestyle plays a very important role as well. Food-market research has established three
different typesoflifestyle- oriented nutritionalbehaviour (Litzenroth, 1995).
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Long live the
convenience food
>• free of conventions
>•no obligations
>fast and easy to
prepare
>-good value

J>• knowledgeoftheetiquette
If andlabels
%> demonstrationof
connoisseurshipand
expertise
I> expensive

Fitness is in
>•without chemistry
>•healthy and fresh
>no pangs of
conscience

/
Inthemorning a fitness-breakfast, atnoon Mc Donalds
and inthe evening the bestrestaurant in town
Figure4:Threearchetypes ofnutrition behaviour
These three original types (Figure 4) reflect the range of the motives and attitudes of
"convenience", "luxury", "hedonism", "wellness", "health" and "fitness". Eating patterns
seem to be frequently contradictory, and many individuals'- nutritional behaviour is no
exception. 'They carefully monitor the calorie and fat content of their main dishes, eating
salads and lean entrees, and the splurge with a super rich dessert" (Senauer et al.: 6, 1991).
The simultaneous purchases of low-calorie products and calorie-rich, high-fat desserts and
snack products, are causing the producers to do very well.
The explanation for these patterns is provided by the many roles food plays beyond simply
filling nutritional needs and by the fact that consumers have become more and more
heterogeneous, with distinctly different food consumption habits.
Clarifying psycho-social determinants of eating and drinking is very important for food
companies. They need to target products at particular market segments.
Beside the studies carried out by food-market researchers different European scientific groups
have analysed and worked out a number of food and nutrition studies, for example: a review
of research in 15European countries: "disparities in food habits" (Finland 1999), "a pan - EU
survey of consumer attitudes to food, Nutrition and health" (Ireland 1996), and the "network
for the pan-European food data bank based on household budget surveys" (Greece/Brussels
1997, 1998).
The pan - EU survey of consumer attitudes looks at influences on food choice, definitions of
healthy eating, sources of information on healthy eating and the level of credibility in such
sources, dietary changes and the perceived barriers and benefits of a healthy diet. All in all
some fourteen questions were asked of 14,331 people across the EU. Approximately 1,000
adults, aged 15 years and upwards, in each member state were selected to complete the faceto-face interview-assisted questionnaire. In each member state, subject selection was quotacontrolled to make the samples nationally representative (IEFS, 1996).
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Table 2 Which of the following are among the three main factors influencing your choice of
foods?
%
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK
KU average*

Quality or
Freshness

Price

Taste

Trying to
eat healthily

Family
constraints

90
76
64
67
77
76
75
49
84
68
73
66
80
73
59
75

54
34
39
62
57
40
18
30
29
18
36
38
52
59
43
43

25
46
29
41
42
31
47
45
40
49
41
40
22
37
49
38

50
37
48
40
25
31
32
35
25
24
28
34
32
30
40
32

32
29
22
17
21
29
38
36
36
18
36
24
25
31
30
29

•Weighted accordin g to population size

_j

boldface:second/third main factor

The most frequently selected influences are shown in Table 2. Overall "quality or freshness"
was selected by 75 % (EU average) as having the most important influence. In Austria,
Finland, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain and Sweden "price" is the second most
important factor. "Family constraints" influence food choice more in Greece, Ireland, Italy
and the Netherlands than in other member nations.
"Trying to eat healthily" was only mentioned by Danish people in second place. The
statement takes third place in Austria and Germany.
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Figure5:The percentage offemales ineachmember stateselecting"tryingtoeathealthily' asan
important influence onfood choice,byage
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With regard to the selection of "trying toeat healthily"by females in different age groups,in
Finland, Ireland, Luxembourg, Spain,Sweden and theUKfor example,therewere differences
of morethan 10%between the age groups whereas in other countries differences between the
ageswere smaller (IEFS, 1996).
Among young subjects the "convenience" factor was an important influence on their food
choice, so it would appear that this overall EU pattern is upheld in most member states.
Nonetheless there was still quite considerable variation, as in the difference between Austria
and Denmark. As the range of convenience foods on the EU market has grown considerably
in the last few years, it is not clear whether the perceived importance of convenience
decreasesassubjects ageorwhether therewill beacohort effect.
Table 3 % of subjects in each member state selecting
working status
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK

Total
54
34
39
62
58
40
18
29
30
18
36
38
52
59
43

Working
52
31
37
57
58
39
14
28
22
14
36
32
48
58
41

Housewife
55
47
38
25
66
44
23
39
24
20
37
53
53
63
45

'price' as any influence on food choice by
Student
52
38
48
68
55
42
19
18
21
24
24
22
46
59
47

Unemployed
68
34
52
75
77
38
25
38
21
36
49
46
54
65
55

Retired
56
29
37
58
50
42
24
25
39
21
40
47
61
62
42

Wehave already seen that therelative costs of food indifferent member states may havehad
atleast someeffects onthepercentages of subjects regarding price asimportant.
Table 3showsthepercentage of subjects (classified bytheirworking status) selecting pricein
each country. You can see,in nine of the member states, unemployed subjects were the most
likelytoselect "price"when compared with othergroups.
However, inGermany,unemployed subjects appeared tobetheleastlikelytoselect "price"as
important. In Italy and Spain it was retired subjects who selected "price" most frequently,
while in Belgium, Germany, Ireland and Portugal, it was housewives. So, the effect of
working status onthe selection of "price"seemstobeanimportant influencing factor on food
choicevarying across countries (IEFS,1996).
In comparison to the European-wide survey of the Institute of European Food Studies in
Ireland, there are other sources of data concerning food availability or intake. Examples are
the nationally collected food balance sheets assembled by the Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) and thenationalhousehold budgetsineveryEuropeancountry.
Ithas longbeen recognized that the FAO food balance sheets data areavaluable resource for
ascertaining trends of food availability over time. But as we know they are less satisfactory
for inter-country comparisons.
A large amount of information concerning food and nutrition is collected at variable time
intervals in almost all European countries by the National Statistical Offices through the
HouseholdBudget Surveys. Although they are not designed for nutritional purposes but in
order to analyse economic implications of trends in food consumption, they represent a
unique source of dietary patterns data, which make it possible to form an international,
representative,regularly updated nutritional database.
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In 1987 the Data Food Networking(DAFNE)was initiated and co-ordinated by the Greek
colleague Antonia Trichopoulou. The DAFNE project was granted support by the European
Commission. Eleven European countries wereintegrated.
The data of DAFNE firmly document the remarkable disparity of food patterns among the
participant countries. Further, the influence of selected socio-demographic characteristics
(educational level andresidence)onthechoiceof food istested.
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Figure 6: Average availability of fresh and processed vegetables in the DAFNE II countries,
circa1990(g/person/day)
In the case of vegetables (Figure 6), the average availability is higher in Greece (229g/p/d),
followed by Luxembourg (180g/p/d) and Spain (179g/p7d). The proportion of vegetables
consumed fresh, however, varies between countries, ranging from 89% and 87%,in Greece
and Spainrespectively, to66%intheUnited Kingdom.
Fruit availability follows apattern similar to that established with respect to vegetables, with
the Mediterranean countries being the leading consumers and Luxembourg following closely
(European Commission, 1998).
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Figure 7: Fresh fruit availability by locality in the DAFNE II countries, circa 1990
(g/person/day)
Again, fruits (Figure 7) is mainly consumed fresh in Greece, 270 g /person/day (95% of total
fruits) and Spain, 286 g/person/day (93%). In Ireland, availability of fruits barely exceeds
100g/p/d, with 79% of total fruits being consumed fresh. Disparities owing to the level of
education and permanent residence within countries can also be detected, reflecting the
influences of health education and different agro-economic systems.
Table4Averageavailability ofmeat(bytype) (g/person/day)
Pork
Beaf & veal
Poultry
Other meat &
meat products
Total

Greece

Ireland

Luxembourg

Norway

Spain

15
52
37
46

9.8
25
31
72

32
43
30
81

20
26
12
71

24
31
58
65

United
Kingdom
12
19
34
73

ISO

138

186

129

178

138

The consumption of meat exceeds 186g/p/d in Luxembourg and Spain (178g/p/d), while in
Norway, Ireland and the United Kingdom it is around 130g/p/d. It is worth noting that two
Mediterranean countries, Spain and Greece, nowadays consume more meat than all the other
countries but Luxembourg. There had been a dramatic increase in meat consumption in the
Mediterranean countries during the last twenty years. It has been pointed out by other
nutrition surveys.
Looking at table 4 you can see that consumption of different meat types varies among the
participating countries. While Greeks seem to rely mainly on beef, Spaniards show a
preference towards poultry. The lowest consumption of poultry appears in Norway where it
does not exceed 10%of the total meat availability (European Commission, 1998).
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Figure8: FishandseafoodavailabilityintheDAFNE IIcountries,circa 1990(g/person/day)
Concerning fish-and seafood (Figure 8), Spain, as expected, has by far the highest fish
availability (75g/p/d),followed byNorway (40g/p/d and Greece (38g/p/d). So,the Greeks eat
on average 266g of fish during the week, which is less than the one to two portions of fish
(300g/portion) that the population is recommended to eat, based on the Mediterranean
Pyramid of Diet (Trichopoulou and Lagiou, 1997). A higher consumption offish/seafood
would contribute toiodine deficiency and itsfat would be agood alternative totheanimal fat
that isconsumed with meat.
No patterns can be identified in the availability according to education level or locality in
Spain. While the fact that fish and seafood availability in Greece is getting lower as
population groups are moving from the rural to the urban areas could be attributed to the
immediate availability of sea products in the rural coastal areas and islands. Though one
would expected bettereducated Greeks tobe higherconsumers offish,market supply appears
to be a stronger determinant of food choice in comparison to health education in this case:
better educated Greeks are usually residing in the urban and not in the rural areas (European
Commission, 1998).
4 Conclusion
In conclusion, data from Household Budget Surveys represent an important source of food
information for national and international comparisons of dietary patterns in Europe and their
socio-demographic determinants. The fact that they generate food data at regular time
intervalsinallEuropean countries could makethem -incontrast touniquenutritional surveysuseful for areliable assessment oftimetrends (Kanellou, 1999).
Despite their limitations, Household Budget Surveys data could help identify issues such as
cultural differences concerning food patterns among Mediterranean, Central/Eastern,Western
and Northern countries. The data provide a valuable background for the conduct of a wide
rangeofnutritional analysis andnutritional behaviour.
Thepan-EU survey of consumer attitudes tofood, nutrition andhealth will explore thedegree
of variability which exists geographically in peoples^ attitudes towards and beliefs about
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nutrition and health. "Such data will have abearing on the development of any national and
European-wide campaigns to improve peoples' diets and will benefit those in nutrition
education byhelpingthemtarget messages moreappropriately" (Lappalainen:467,1998).
The findings of these first EU surveys, presented here very shortly, should also provide
direction for future research inthisarea.
There are data available on socio-economic differences in food consumption and nutrient
intake,but very limited data oneating and drinking behaviour and food habits in families and
private households across Europe. To obtain a better understanding of disparities in food
patterns future surveys should include at least the following variables measuring socioeconomic status: education, occupation, and last but not least household composition and
household management.
Inequalities in nutrition and health have been explained by differences as well in health and
nutritional behaviour as in lifestyle. However the role of variation in behaviour and lifestyle
among social groups is not well clarified (Roos and Prättälä, 1999). There is a lack of
information on meals; to know them is very important for understanding food habits. More
information onthe time of food supply inprivate households, the social settingof meals,and
kindofdishes consumed isneeded.
For us as professionals in home economics and nutrition the main subject of our research in
this context is to analyse systematically the process of food choice within the unit of private
household and family. So,we need aconceptual model of the components in the food choice
process.

Life course

Figure9:FoodChoice
Figure 9 presents such a model, developed by colleagues of the division of nutritional
sciences atCornell University inthe StateNew York. Itrepresentsthetypesof factors andthe
process involved in a single choice event. Factors involved in food choice were grouped into
three major components: "Life course", "influences" and "personal system". The relationship
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of these components to one another generates the process or pathway leading to the point of
choice (Fürst, 1996).
The model reflects a holistic perspective on the central point, scale and scope of food and
nutrition systems strengthens social science work on food, consumers and health.
It allows understanding linkages between the network of people and processes that constitute
the food chain.
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Abstract
In thiscontribution Iwill slightly go intothe view of recent European food surveys, given by
professor Ingrid-Ute Leonhäuser. The main goal is to complete her presentation of the
contemporary and short-term state of the art with an image of the long-term history of food
and meal patterns in Europe in social context. Next and more specifically, the history of the
food chain and its relationship to food and meal patterns is touched at. Problems of food
quantity and especially of food quality are connected to the development of the chain and to
risingexpectations ofconsumers.Finally somegeneralconclusions areposed.

1 Introduction
The Department of Home Economics was established at Wageningen University half a
century ago. Inspiration and models for this new type of academic research and education
were borrowed from the United States of America in the late forties and early fifties of the
twentieth century.This post-war period wascharacterized bypowerful ideals on progress and
reconstruction. Teaching traditional andpoorly equipped (farming andcountry) households to
modernize their management and lifestyles was a way to realize these aims. The department
comprised manyfieldsat atime.During thefifty years past, however, the study of household
economy,nutrition,food consumption and food technology turned intospecialized disciplines
anddepartments.This separation isremarkable,given thefact, thatthescientific studyof food
has had an interdisciplinary character from the beginning. In many other European countries
similardevelopments tookplace,each withits moreorlessuniquecombination of specialized
fields. Today acounter-trend of disciplinary integration seems tomanifest itself inthefield of
home economics and consumer studies. Food is at the heart of this field, which reflects both
its high social relevance and the enthusiasm of academics to study it from a range of
perspectives (1). It is a paradox however, that during these developments in the academic
field, many (or even most) of the household tasks concerning food seem to gradually have
disappearedfrom thisprimaryunitofconsumption. Iwillcomebacktothis later.
Contemporary food researchers think and write in terms of the food chain. Therefore the
overall theme of this book is appropriately named ' the other end of the chain', which means
that it focuses on consumption and consumers instead of production and producers. The
changing context of European integration moreover, stimulates comparative research into
food choice and consumption in the household. The work of Ingrid-Ute Leonhäuser on
European food patterns is an example of this development. In this chapter I will first, shortly
gointoherresults(seeLeonhäuser), and second,completeherpictureofthecondition of food
consumption and eating habits at agiven moment in time with a long-term view onfood and
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meal patterns in Europe. This view is based on a range of historical and sociological studies
on the important role of food in society, including my own. The next two paragraphs deal
with some results of my recent research into the history of the food chain, which is part of a
major project dealing with the history of technology in the Netherlands in the twentieth
century (2).Under the heading of ' the other end of thechain in long-term perspective' Iwill
touch atthefollowing related topics:
• Contemporary European food patterns
• European food and meal patternsinsocial context 1500-1900
• Foodpatterns andthehistoryof thefood chain inthetwentieth century
• Foodquantity andfood quality:theriseofconsumer demands andexpectations
Finally someconcluding remarkswillbemade.
2 Contemporary Europeanfood patterns
Why do people eat what they do eat? To answer this question several analytic models
circulate among researchers in the social and behavioural food sciences. These models are
aimed at the inclusion of all the relevant factors, however seen from different angles. IngridUte Leonhäuser refers to some of them and gives us an interesting view of recent large-scale
quantitative surveys in Europe. She ends with an evaluation and discussion of lacking data,
arguingfor theneed tofocus research endeavours especially atthe level of thehousehold (see
Leonhäuser). Multipurpose food research In Europe appears to reveal heterogeneous and
contradictory results as to motives, attitudes, actual food choices and resulting meal patterns.
Market research offers threetypesof food-life-styles: quickandeasy,luxuryandgastronomy,
and fit, healthyand natural. (Post) modern consumers however, alternate these styles freely
during the day or the week. Therefore it is no easy task to connect specific social groups to
thesedifferent typesof eatinghabits,athingwhich sheadmits.
The several types of academic European food surveys consist of large-scale, representative
and comparative studies, done in the nineties of the twentieth century. The data comprise
mainlyconsumer attitudes,supposedly influencing food choice.Research intoactual selection
of foods presented seems to be chiefly measured by availability in kilograms (person/day).
From the three main attitudinal factors, influencing food choices in Europe quality or
freshness comes first (75% EU-average), followed by price and family constraints, while
tryingtoeathealthyturns up as a minor influence (see table 2,Leonhäuser). To my opinion
the important question is, which explanatory meaning may be ascribed to these descriptive
attitudinal qualifications, suggesting European similarities (in some countries more than in
others)? The concept of quality has many dimensions, each with its own socio-cultural
history, aswill beexposed later.Thisquestion isleft unanswered byLeonhäuser.The sameis
true for aproblem Iseeinthe useof data on disparities between European countries in actual
choices and food patterns, measured by indication of availability of certain groups of food
products (see fig.

